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The CMA recommended a more evidence-based approach to developing
interventions

“ our concern with

these provisions is
that they were not
subject to
adequate testing
prior to (or after)
their introduction.”

Remedies proposed by the CMA to address issues
around consumer engagement
1.Ofgem to create and control a database of
‘disengaged customers’ on default tariffs for 3
years or more, to allow rival suppliers to prompt
these customers to engage in the retail energy
markets (the Database remedy)

2.Ofgem to establish an ongoing programme of
identifying, testing and implementing measures to
provide customers – directly or through their own
suppliers – with information to promote
engagement (Prompts to engage remedy)

”
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We have run a suite of trials designed to test what works in changing behaviour

We have run (or are running)
Checkmultiple
your energy major
deal trial randomised control trials covering nearly a million customers
2. Cheaper Market Offers

letter trial

Prompts to engage
trials

Letter with 3 cheaper tariffs
from rival suppliers

(all customers on default
tariffs or with the
potential to slip back
onto the default)

5. Cheaper Market Offers

Communications trial

7. End of fixed term
notice trials

Letter or email with 3
cheaper tariffs (including
internal tariff) plus a
reminder

Letter following tariff
end to encourage more
re-fixing

Supporting supplier led trials
2016

Database trials
(customers who have
been on a default tariff
for 3+ years)

2016
1.Small scale database
trial
CMA direct marketing
approach versus better
offers letter

2017

2017
3. Check your

2018
2018
4. Collective switch trial

energy deal trial
Letter inviting
customers to an
Ofgem run digital
switching service

Two letters (and reminder)
offering a collective switch
tariff with online/phone
switching service provided
by consumer partner.

2019
6. Second collective
switch trial
Same intervention
with different
supplier plus open
market offer
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We have faced some difficulties working with suppliers but gained useful
insights into their systems and processes

Some suppliers are using the GDPR to refuse to share data without a
data sharing agreement

Legal issues

Numerous issues with suppliers’ data quality and data processing
errors

Operational and
data issues

Compliance
issues

•
•
•
•

erroneous consumption data
missing data when reporting outcomes
data containing both domestic and microbusinesses in error
lag between customer requesting a switch suppliers recording this on
their systems

Delays caused
by suppliers’
internal sign off
processes

Some suppliers challenging legality of direction and proportionality
of trials on commercial grounds
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Example 1: Cheaper Market Offers trial

•
•
•
•

Single letter based intervention – 3 cheaper tariffs from other suppliers
2 large suppliers involved
Trial with approx. 150k customers on default tariffs for 1 year or more
3 arm trial – control, Ofgem branded letter, supplier branded letter

Personalised letters using individual consumption data and existing
preferences. People respond better to tailored information
Breaks down
action required
into simple steps
makes it easy by providing
key info needed to switch
in one place
Removes hassle of
search and choice
overload by presenting
3 cheaper tariffs
Tackles perceptions around
process/things going wrong
with reassuring messages
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The results were impressive for a single letter based intervention

Cheaper market offers letter trial switching rates

• CMOL increased switching from
baseline of 1% to an average of 2.9%.
• The messenger
supplier-branded
effective.

a

is important. The
letter was most

• Average savings £216 – savings higher
for those who received a letter.

• Almost half who switched chose a
supplier on the CMOL (48% for Supplier,
43% for Ofgem, and 10% for Control).
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Example 2: The Collective switch trial

• Trial with 55k customers from 1 large supplier on SVTs for 3+ yrs
• Intervention included 3 letters (including a reminder), offer of a single collective switch tariff a Consumer Partner (Energy Helpline) providing online and
telephone service, emphasis on exclusive tariff and provision of a deadline

Trusted messenger – to
provide end to end hand
holding support - and
phone or online switching
service

Letter 1

Letter 2

Personalised
quote

Letter 3

Scarcity effect
– emphasising
exclusive
tariff
Priming

Salience
Message
framing

Remove all hassle of
search by providing just
1 tariff (but option of
wider search)

Reassuring
messages
around process

Deadline – to
fight against
inertia
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The intervention had a substantial impact on consumer engagement

Switching by trial arm

• The intervention had a clear and substantial impact on
behaviour

30%
25%

26.9%

20%

22.4%

• Customers who received information and reminder letters with
their supplier’s branding switched the most, at over 10 times
the control group.

18.5%

15%

15.0%

10%
5%
0%

2.6%
Control

Ofgem arm
(Ofgem
reminders)

Ofgem arm
(supplier
reminders)

Supplier arm All letter arms

• Almost three quarters (71%) of customers who switched
through Energyhelpline chose to use the phone

Average saving
£360
£340
£320
£300
£280
£260
£240
£220
£200

£352

• 24% of the switches made through Energyhelpline were by
customers over 75 years old.

£261
£239
Collective switch tariff

Other tariff (via
energyhelpline)

• Half of those who switched chose the collective switch tariff

Other tariff (incumbent
supplier)

• Customers who switched saved an average saving of £298 each
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Where do we go next with the consumer engagement work?

• Continue trialling engagement measures during the price cap
• Build the database – first data expected from suppliers in Spring 2019
• Determine which measures to introduce into the supply licence or as database
services

• Build our evidence base around how to drive sustained engagement
• Begin trials with microbusinesses
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We talk to our internal & external data users
and learn what they need from data

Data challenges participants encounter
Don’t know who
data custodian is

Cannot access data even
with owner permission

Data is not machine
readable

Want formal data
catalogue

Version history is
not available

Lack of published data
and historic data

Calculation methods
are not transparent

Raw data is not available

Example of our user research. Engagement
during July 2017

Poor archiving &
retrieval
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Transforming the use of data inside
Ofgem and out in the marketplace

External Parties
eg industry,
consumer bodies

Secure Data Exchange
In & Out of regulator

Explore commonalities
between regulated sectors
Approach to marketplace
energy data exchanges

Enterprise Data Hub
All our data in one place
store & manage

view and analyse
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We have prototyped and are now building a
secure data exchange

A single modern portal for
externals
One place to manage all their
data exchanges with Ofgem

We’ve tested that it will meet
user needs
File transfer tracking and
calendar of schedule
Maximise self-service regulation
for companies
Working on the same enterprise
platform as our Ofgem staff
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Examples of data we have worked with

Private trades in the wholesale energy market

10-year granular history of electricity networks
count of customer connection interruptions

Automated monitoring of cheapest domestic energy
tariff available in marketplace each day
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We are learning from, sharing with and seeking
to partner with other regulators

Approach to marketplace
energy data exchanges
Secure Data Exchange
In & Out of regulator
Enterprise Data Hub
All our data in one place

Is there benefit from common data policies?

Helpful to standardise approaches to regulatory data access?

Overlapping infrastructure & analysis needs?
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We see opportunities to enhance transparency and the
role of stakeholders in our decisions

Ofgem proposal
Maximised shared
access through digital
infrastructure

Stakeholders propose
Alternative data

Documentation

Calculations

Accessible Insight

Opinions
Evidence & insight
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